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 Informal description: 

● GE is a genetic-inspired automatic programming model independent on the 
programming language that mixes genetic algorithm and formal models 

(grammars) of the programming language. 
Automatic programming and “genetic programming”: 

● GE is not the first attempt to generate programs by means of genetic 
algorithms. 

● Koza’s works introduce an automatic programming model in LISP for solving 
problems using genetic algorithms (“genetic programming”).
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Informal description: 

● GE uses a formal grammar in the mapping process from genotype to phenotype 
to model the DNA contribution to this process in Nature.

● A key contribution of GE is a mapping mechanism that does not depend on the 
problem of the individuals format (genotype: integer chains called codons) and 
the translation mechanism is independent on the problem. 

● The use of different grammars allows to finally obtain different individuals 
(phenotypes). The following figure shows this.
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GE
Biological metaphor



Genotype-phenotype mapping

● It starts from the  grammar axiom and the genotype (vector of integers named  
codons)

● It finishes exhausting the genotype or generating a valid phenotype (that is, 
when  the “current genotype” has become a valid phenotype because it 
contains only terminal symbols).

● Each codon in the genotype is used to choose the derivation applied to the left 
most non terminal by some simple method for example by means of the 
remainder module the number of rules applicable to the non-terminal).

● Next figure depicts the process for generating arithmetic expressions. 
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Genotype-phenotype mapping: remarks

● What about exhausting the genotype without getting a valid phenotype? 
● Usually the worst fitness value is assigned to punish them
●  Which are the values used as codons.
● They have to be large enough to be able to choose all the possible right hand 

sides, that is, their value should be greater than the maximum number of 
options for all the non-terminals

● Usually larger values are used and more than one different codon chose the 
same right hand side mimicking in this way the biological mechanism that 
preserves diversity. A typical maximum value is 256

● This mapping is deterministic
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Practical considerations

● GE is computational expensive mainly because of genotype-phenotype 
mapping:
○ It is itself expensive and 
○ It is executed as many times as the fitness function.

● But GE is very expressive
○ Able to generate programs no matter the language
○ Compatible with semantic extensions (Attribute and Christiansen GE)

● To apply GE makes sense when 
○ The problem is quite hard
○ The search space is huge
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Astrometry and SR: once again XAI
Astronomy (among other Physics domains) 

● Proposes mathematical models 
● Should be comprehensible for researchers and other related domains
● Deep Learning (as an usually opaque ML model) lacks of explanations
● SR is more and more interesting both

○ From evolutionary approaches
○ From conventional approaches



Centering of Hubble Space Telescope images
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Centering of Hubble Space Telescope images
But, actually, simulated (synthetic) labeled 
datasets are used (for supervised ML purposes)

● Models of the PSF ( or point-spread 
function around a known center point) 
compatible con real images are used

● To induce the intra-pixel position of the 
center of the star 

● Because the center itself is mainly unknown



Classid methods that differ in the software and the PSF used for centering

State of the art

1.2D Gaussian : elyptical bidimensional Gaussian profiles + centering routines from Lee & van Altena (1983).

2.Empirical PSFs : effective PSFs obtained from real observations + hst1pass code from Anderson & King (2000), which has 
its own detection algorithm and provides object centers, magnitude, etc.

3.TinyTim : these PSFs are optical models obtained from HST TinyTim simulator (Krist et a. 2011) for each camera, chip and 
filter + DOLPHOT v2.0 package (Dolphin 2000), which is used to determine the astrometric precision.

4.PSFex : developed by Bertin & Arnouts (2010), this code builds empirical model for shift-variant PSFs using real observations 
from globular cluster 47 Tucanae (NGC 104) + SExtractor, which is used to measured object centers.

5.Ideal PSF : an ideal PSF model at the telescope diffraction limit is built, this is used to deconvolve the image in the Fourier 
domain, to avoid noise amplification an LP Butterworth filter is applied + centering routines from Lee & van Altena (1983).



State of the art
Classic methods: 
performance



Deep Learning is applied by our authors 

State of the art

DL Roberto Baena-Gallé, Terrence M. Girard, Dana Casetti-Dinescu, Max 
Martone, Astrometric Centering of WFPC2/HST images with Deep Learning. 
Deep learning to learn the position from datasets



Deep Learning performance
State of the art



Where is the improvement in the state-of-the-art software?

● This proposal is a proof of concept: is at least GE as applicable as others?
○ Hypothesis: “yes it is”
○ Test:

■ Just to check the machine runs
■ To Evolve as few elements as possible

○ But
■ GE’s expressive power is not fully exploited but its computational bill is paid in full

● After this successful first step
○ GE is an up to date tool.
○ That will overcome the state of the art of SR in the domain

■ Because it does in general similar (hard/huge search spaces) domains

Our proposal: first steps of GE 



Where is the improvement in the state-of-the-art software?

● But, right now, even with a limited expressive power, we get from GE the 
complete PSF along with the center to explain how we get it

Our proposal: first steps of GE 



Technology

● PonyGE2 (https://github.com/PonyGE/PonyGE2 ) 
○ Because it is open source

■ Fully configurable and adaptable
■ Extensible (see further research lines)

○ Python supported
■ Able to communicate with tons of libs
■ Compatible with cloud computing

Our proposal: first steps of GE 

https://github.com/PonyGE/PonyGE2


Our proposal: PSF model
Circular Gaussian



PSF model
Circular Gaussian grammar



Our proposal: PSF model
Elliptical Gaussian
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PSF model
Elliptical Gaussian grammar



Our proposal: PSF model
Circular Moffat



Our proposal: PSF model
Circular Moffat

grammar
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Our proposal: PSF model
Elliptical Moffat grammar



Our proposal: PSF model
Comparing all of them



Evolution example



Evolution example

dif: 27 mpix

Real

Predicted



Our proposal: further technical details
GE (hyper)parameters

● Groups to be compared



Our proposal: further technical details
GE (hyper)parameters (Center distance - target/result - vs generation)

Circular Moffat Elliptical Moffat



Our proposal: further technical details
GE (hyper)parameters (Center distance - target/result - vs generation in WF)

Circular Moffat Elliptical Moffat



Our proposal: further technical details
GE (hyper)parameters



Our proposal: further technical details
GE (hyper)parameters



Our proposal: performance
Results :

● Elliptical Moffat is in general best
○ PC with Pearson distance
○ WF with Manhattan distance

● Let’s see just an example



Our proposal: further technical details
Rendimiento posición



Our proposal: further technical details
Performance:

Acceptable precision

Biases



Our proposal: further research lines
Advanced by the logical next steps:

● More flexible expression (just leting the evolution choose how much 
Moffat / Gaussian PSF is biases are mitigated and precision is improved)

● Full flexible expressions
○ Will generate possible new knowledge
○ We can programmatically design a PSF that takes flexibly takes into account researchers 

conditions
■ Periferical regions
■ Combinations of light sources



Thank you 
very much


